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Introduction: CAP EAS, Network Security
and “Information Assurance”
With the introduction of FEMA’s IPAWS and other IP-based CAP alerting systems, radio and television broadcasters
will be asked to connect their CAP EAS equipment – such as the Digital Alert Systems DASDEC™ – to outside
networks, including the Public Internet.
In response to the challenges these new requirements present, this paper examines a basic “defense in depth”
approach for enhanced information assurance and network security that broadcasters can evaluate in response to
their new CAP EAS Internet monitoring requirements. We say “information assurance” in addition to network
security, because the issues involved are larger than simply computer security. Information assurance covers issues
of building safe and reliable information systems able to withstand a broad range of contingencies. Information
assurance involves issues of physical security, authentication technologies, network security, intrusion detection, and
a number of other fields.
A “defense in depth” strategy entails multiple layers of defense to prevent intrusions and attacks against critical
systems, including protection mechanisms, procedures and policies. Defense in depth measures are intended to not
only prevent security breaches, but also buy an organization time to detect and respond to an attack, thereby
reducing and mitigating the consequences of a breach.
The technical information in this document is basic by design. Many IT professionals may find the concepts and
approaches discussed in this document to be elementary. On the other hand, this paper identifies actual emerging
architectures for next generation CAP EAS systems at the Federal, state and local level, and the implications these
raise for broadcasters’ IT infrastructures.

CAP System Security: Current FEMA’s IPAWS
and State CAP Systems.
The next generation Emergency Alert System (EAS) will bring about a variety of benefits, including more detailed and
informative alert messages, with the possibility of accompanying multimedia and interoperability with a wider range of
communications systems. However, because the next generation of EAS is IP based, relying on networked
computing systems, a range of security and operational challenges are emerging. This is not unexpected, as is the
case with any new system transiting - in whole or part - over the public Internet.

FEMA IPAWS
The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) is preparing to operationally deploy their Integrated Pubic
Alert and Warning Systems (IPAWS). Alerting data – in Common Alerting Protocol (CAP) format - will be made
available from IPAWS through an Atom Syndication Resource feed.1 The DASDEC is typically configured to poll the
IPAWS server every 20 to 30 seconds via the Internet. In this instance, the DASDEC is the active party, and the
IPAWS server is passive. The Atom resource will contain the XML CAP data needed for EAS activation. In addition,
that Atom resource will be an HTTPS site, requiring a PIN code programmed into each DASDEC unit. The PIN code
is not public and is shared only between FEMA and the manufacturer (Digital Alert Systems).
As of this writing there are still a number of unknowns, including the ultimate size of the Atom CAP feed (i.e. how
much data will be accessed each polling interval). Additional considerations factor in if an alert message transiting
through IPAWS is intended to have an audio resource file, the IPAWS CAP message would include a URL/URI of a
third party address/server redirecting the DASDEC to download the audio file. This “third party server” would be
expected to be a state or local government asset, or a server maintained by a service provider retained by the state
or local government.

1

The Atom Syndication Format is an XML language used for web feeds, developed as an alternative to RSS, while the Atom Publishing Protocol
(AtomPub or APP) is a simple HTTP-‐based protocol for creating and updating web resources. The Atom syndication format was published as an
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) proposed standard in RFC 4287 (December 2005), and the Atom Publishing Protocol was published as RFC
5023 (October 2007).
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State and Local CAP Systems
A range of CAP systems are already in deployment by state and local jurisdictions. While in most cases monitoring
these local CAP resources is voluntary (optional), we feel it is advisable to plan around the expectation these CAP
feeds from state and local areas will eventually become a primary monitoring resource in several states.
Some state systems provide a CAP web resource feed for the DASDEC to poll periodically. As with IPAWS, the state
server is passive, while the DASDEC is active. These web resources may be in RSS formal or a generic XML page.
Some of these systems utilize varying levels of digital security (such as HTTPS), while others appear based on
“security through obscurity.” These passive CAP systems can be found emerging in California, Idaho, New York, and
Washington.
Other state CAP systems rely on pushing CAP messages by various means, including private networks, VPNs,
satellite, and other methods. In these cases, the DASDEC is passive, while the state system is active. In general,
we observe that these active state systems provide significant levels of data and transport-level security, including
encryption. Examples of active state CAP systems can be found emerging in Alaska, Delaware, District of Columbia,
Florida, Georgia, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Virginia, and
elsewhere.

Basic Defense: Network Segmentation
Firewalls & Intrusion Protection
CAP alert sources are proliferating at the Federal, State and Local level. These governmental CAP sources have
varying approaches to security – ranging from highly secure encrypted feeds, to generic web resources with little to
no security. For this reason, broadcasters are advised to evaluate their options for protecting their own networks,
beginning with a look at their basic defensive capabilities.

Network Segmentation & Triple Port Ethernet Expansion (for DASDEC-II only)
Users of the DASDEC-II with the optional Triple-Port Ethernet expansion will find several useful features to start their
basic security configuration. This option adds three independent 10/100/1000 Ethernet ports to the 10/100 Ethernet
port integrated in the DASDEC-II. Each port is non-bridging with separate IP and subnet settings.
The Triple-Port Ethernet expansion option provides IT administrators control over network segmentation, and enables
broadcasters to limit access by network and subnet. Using this feature, users can readily allocate one port for a
different network; a port for internal access, a port for different users, and importantly a separate port for firewalled
outside access. Segmented networks maintain functional separation and prevent unnecessary (or unwanted) traffic
between network elements.

Figure 1
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The unique benefit is multiple points of access across domains without needing complex bridges or modifying routing
tables in existing equipment. To further ease integration each port can be assigned a static IP address, while ports 1
and 2 can also be set for Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP).
For users of the DASDEC-II with or without the optional for the triple port Ethernet option, there are a range of
additional security options to create “defense in depth”, including establishment of a DMZ with proxy servers to
extend the line of defense further away from critical internal networked functions. With or without the Ethernet
expansion port option, users may find it desirable to create a “DMZ” around the Internet-connected DASDEC by
establishing strong internal and external firewalls around the device. Strong perimeter defense and creation of a
DMZ is discussed further below.

Strong Firewalls
The first line of defense in any event is of course the firewall. A firewall is commonly used to provide a layer of
security for its respective local network. The firewall “opens” a portal allowing the world into the internal network.
The question is how far the broadcaster wants to allow the outside world into its network. The simple answer in most
cases is, with selected exceptions for highly trusted sources, it is not desirable for the outside world to be on the
network at all.
Defense can be approached in two levels. One level is ensuring the protection of the Internet-connected DASDEC
from outside threats. The second critical level is safeguarding the broadcaster’s internal IT network, which may be
directly connected to the DASDEC.
Broadcasters may wish to start evaluating their network security options by examining their existing firewall
technology. This perimeter line of defense represents the frontline of the battle to secure the broadcaster’s enterprise
network. However, if first-generation firewall technology is to be used, this may provide only limited protection
against more sophisticated network threats. For example, first-generation firewalls may be limited in their ability to
protect from certain specific types of exploits. Most first-generation firewalls do not inspect each packet looking for
particular exploits.
Another key requirement to consider is whether your firewall can provide detailed, real-time traffic inspection. The
majority of CAP alert traffic over the Internet will be http/https traffic. First generation firewalls either fail to inspect – or
at least thoroughly inspect – web traffic in real time. In many cases, firewalls have to be manually configured to
support this traffic. The end result is an increase in the number of potential security breaches caused by human error
in the firewall configuration process.
Newer generation firewall technology provides several key benefits. These next generation firewalls not only inspect
traffic at the perimeter, they adds another layer of detailed traffic inspection by integrating Intrusion Protection
Systems (IPS). The next generation firewall also enables deep packet inspection to eliminate threats inherent in web
traffic (http / https). Further, the next generation firewall enables enterprises to open encrypted web traffic and treat it
with the same inspection as clear-text HTTP data – thereby eliminating a critical blind spot in network protection.

Figure 2
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Intrusion Protection
The ability to monitor network traffic is a key component of protecting information systems. Firewalls by themselves
have limitations though. Most can only block based on IP addresses or ports. In contrast a network Intrusion
Prevention Systems (IPS) is able to use signatures designed to detect and defend from specific types of attacks such
as denial of service attacks among others
Coupling a firewall with an IPS creates the potential to reduce these risks. An IPS is capable of monitoring the
content deep inside the Web traffic. When the IPS discovers an event considered to be a true positive, the malicious
connection is dropped and all subsequent matching packets are destined for the same outcome. In this ideal
situation, the Web server never commits processing power to the malicious attack as it continues providing Web
content to legitimate clients it was intended to serve. IPS have also been known to block buffer overflow type attacks,
and can be configured to report on network scans that typically signal a potential attack is soon to follow.

DMZs, Network Segregation and Trust Zones.
A next level in a defense-in-depth strategy may be limiting Internet access to a DMZ. A DMZ is network added
between a protected (internal) network and an external network (e.g. the Public Internet) in order to provide an
additional layer of security. A DMZ is sometimes called a “Perimeter network.”
A DMZ is a large step towards defense in depth because it adds an extra layer of security beyond that of a single
perimeter. A DMZ can be used to isolate a particular machine within a network from other machines. From a security
prospective, one does not want to put critical systems on a DMZ.
The firewall is implemented so that the Internet users and the internal network users can talk to the servers on the
DMZ, but Internet users cannot access to the internal network. The servers on the DMZ may be mail forwarding
servers, web servers, or web proxy servers. Later on, we will discuss a specify type of proxy server – the reverse
proxy. Often these servers will access the internal servers for the client browser, giving the added defense-in-depth.
In addition, the Firewall may implement NAT or Network Address Translation, which hides the addresses of the
2
internal servers from the Public Internet by mapping each server to a different address on the internal network.

Defense in Depth: Reverse Proxy Servers
The use of a reverse proxy server to provide defense-in-depth security presents as a practical security solution for
protecting a broadcaster’s internal assets.
A regular proxy server’s function is to pass a group of user requests from a client machines through a single server to
the requested URL or web server. The URL may vary, but for a firewall implementation, it makes it possible to set up
a single rule for one IP address to pass through the firewall instead of all of the users requesting access to the URL
or web server.
The process in reverse occurs with a Reverse Proxy - a Reverse Proxy acts as a proxy on behalf of the CAP EAS
unit, rather than on behalf the outside client’s request. In this case, CAP EAS sources – and their related multimedia
servers – are set up to be proxied for one or more DASDEC units. Reverse proxies are also known as application
gateways or web publishing servers. The reverse proxy is an application proxy for servers using the HTTP protocol.
It acts as a gateway to an HTTP server or EAS CAP unit by acting as the final IP address for requests from the
outside.
Reverse proxies protect against attacks by adding a layer of interrogation. The proxy server evaluates the request
according to established filtering rules. For example, it may filter traffic by IP address. If the filter validates the
request, the proxy provides the resource by connecting to the relevant server and requesting the service on behalf of
the client. Much like a firewall, a reverse proxy requires a configuration table of URLs to translate, with anything not
matching being rejected. In this way, judicious URL naming standards can prevent generic attacks from getting
through the reverse proxy to the content server.
Once all Internet traffic has been properly analyzed, routed, cached, and filtered in the DMZ via the proxy server, only
then is it released to the DASDEC. The proxy server/firewall acts as an IP address "filtering" system. When properly
configured, a proxy server/firewall should not significantly slow down or restrict Internet connection speeds or
throughput, nor should it reduce Internet bandwidth.

2

Network Address Translation (NAT) is the process of modifying IP address information in IP packet headers while in transit across a traffic routing
device.
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Scenario 1: Using a Reverse Proxy / Firewall as an intermediary for polling IPAWS
In this baseline scenario, the proxy server acts as an intermediary for requests from the DASDEC-II seeking
resources from CAP servers, specifically FEMA’s IPAWS CAP resource in Atom format. Reverse proxy servers are
intermediary servers between the public network and the internal DASDEC CAP EAS unit.

Figure 3

Proxy servers work by accepting incoming HTTP requests, translating the requested URL using a configuration table,
and issuing an internal request to the appropriate content web server. The response received from the content
server is then re-translated and sent back to the browser. In this way the proxy server appears to the client (IPAWS)
to be the internal content server (the DASDEC).
The firewall works tightly with the Reverse Proxy to help ensure that only the Reverse Proxy can access the
DASDEC hidden behind it. From the outside client’s point of view – in this case the IPAWS server – the Reverse
Proxy “appears” to be the actual CAP EAS unit.
To ensure Internet protection of any broadcaster’s IT network and to keep unwanted intruders outside, a proxy
server/firewall combination can to be installed at the very entrance of where the Internet connects to the outside, and
then connect in series to the DASDEC and broadcaster network they are intended to protect.

Scenario 2: Using a Reverse Proxy / Firewall as an intermediary for polling IPAWS plus a
third-party multimedia server
As noted in our discussion of the IPAWS CAP system, the Atom web resource will only contain the XML text of CAP
messages. IPAWS will not itself serve as a source for audio or other multimedia resources. However, it is very
possible that these CAP messages will contain a reference or link to an external audio file on a third party server.
Industry specifications require that these audio resources be in .mp3 or .wav format. FEMA IPAWS further limits this
3
requirement to the .mp3 format. For example, the CAP XML message may include the information along the
following lines, referencing a hypothetical media server:
<resource>	
  	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  <resourceDesc>EAS	
  Broadcast	
  Content</resourceDesc>	
  	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  <mimeType>audio/x-‐ipaws-‐streaming-‐audio</mimeType>	
  	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  <uri>http://100.0.0.111:8000/liveeas.mp3</uri>	
  	
  
	
  </resource>	
  
	
  
In this example, the DASDEC would search for the audio file located at the web server (100.0.0.111) embedded in
the CAP message . The value of a firewalled proxy server becomes rapidly evident if the CAP EAS equipment is
expected to access third party servers. In the Figure 4 diagram below, we illustrate these relationships, and assume
a simple but highly restrictive rule of outbound polling only – no inbound inquiries. However, as discussed in
Scenario 4, there are cases where inbound requests may be made.

3

Please refer to the “ECIG Recommendations for CAP EAS Implementation Guide - Version 1.0,” as adopted by the FEMA IPAWS program office
(www.eas-cap.org). Also see the “Requirements for the Integrated Public Alert and Warning System (IPAWS) Common Alerting Protocol (CAP)
Profile Implementation Guide” (http://www.cmasforum.com/docs/IPAWS_CAP-to-EAS_Requirements.pdf).
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Figure 4

Scenario 3: Outbound polling of IPAWS and State or Local CAP server(s)
The only near-term CAP system that is likely to be required or mandatory to monitor would be the FEMA IPAWS
aggregator, which will publish an Atom CAP resource page. However, earlier, we introduced the possibility – even
likelihood – that EAS participants may be encouraged or required to monitor state and local CAP sources, in addition
to IPAWS. Indeed, a growing number of states are already in the process of deploying their own CAP-based
capabilities. In addition, we are seeing several local areas consider their own CAP systems (including municipalities
and groups of counties).
In this scenario – as depicted in Figure 5 below - the DASDEC connects to the proxy server, requesting some
service, such as the FEMA Atom CAP web page, or a State/Local CAP resource, or other resource file (e.g. audio
recording) available from one or more third party CAP servers. As with the previous scenarios, the proxy server will
sit in front of the DASDEC and only outbound communications (http/https) will be established between the DASDEC
and the CAP source(s).
This reverse proxy method here may suffice for polling “passive” CAP systems such as MyStateUSA (Washington,
Idaho), NY Alerts, and California EDIS.

Figure 5
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Scenario 4: Outbound polling of IPAWS, plus inbound “push” from State/Local CAP
systems.
A major variation in the scenarios depicted so far is where a CAP system “pushes” CAP data and multimedia
resources to the DASDEC. This type of system, for example, is in use in 16 states currently using (or planning to
4
use) a managed CAP alert service called EMnet. In this case, inbound communications would only occur over the
previously established EMnet private network.
At the same time, there is likely be outbound communications from the DASDEC-II to the CAP alert service. For
example, outbound EMnet communications include message acknowledgements and proof of delivery that would
either be accomplished via the established EMnet private network, or via the reverse proxy method outlined above.

Figure 6

4

These states include Florida, Georgia, South Carolina, North Carolina, Virginia, District of Columbia, Maryland, Delaware, New Jersey, Pennsylvania,
Massachusetts, Michigan, Indiana and others. For additional information, please see our White Paper “ State/Local CAP EAS Systems: Challenges
for Broadcasters Facing State, Local and Federal CAP EAS Systems & Interoperability Requirements” (May 2011).
http://www.digitalalertsystems.com/pdf/DAS_State_Interoperability_WhitePaper_May2011.pdf
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Conclusion
Defense-in-depth involves using a number of layers. We have identified a range of options, including the addition of
a strong firewall and intrusion protection system in front of the DASDEC, creation of a DMZ, and use of a reverse
proxy server within a DMZ. There are many additional options that we have not discussed in the confines of this
paper, such as network address translation (NAT), and adding additional obscurity.
The firewall is a first layer of defense; the proxy may be the second; using NAT, a third; obscuring the type of system
adds another layer of defense. While we defer to the specific technical preferences of our broadcaster clients and
partners, we do overall suggest considering a defense-in-depth strategy, to defend the networks and infrastructure of
the broadcaster:
•
•
•
•

Protect the local and wide area communications networks (e.g. from Denial of Service Attacks).
Provide confidentiality and integrity protection for data transmitted over these networks (e.g. use
encryption and traffic flow security measures to resist passive monitoring)
Defend the enclave boundaries (e.g. deploy Firewalls and Intrusion Detection to resist active
network attacks)
Defend the Computing Environment (e.g. provide access controls on hosts and servers to resist
insider, close-in, and distribution attacks).

For assistance in configuring your DASDEC to common security options, please feel free to contact Digital Alert
Systems.
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